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Portfolio: portfolio \Port*fol"io\, n. [F. portefeuille; porter to carry + feuille a leaf. See
Port to carry, and Folio.]

1. a hinged cover or flexible case for carrying loose papers, pictures, or pamphlets
2. [from the use of such a case to carry documents of state]: the office and

functions of a minister of state or member of a cabinet
3. the securities held by an investor: the commercial paper held by a financial

house (as a bank)
4. a set of pictures (as drawings or photographs) either bound in book form or

loose in a folder.

As the definition above suggests, portfolios are created for a variety of purposes. As
definition four suggests, any book used to carry documents can be called a portfolio.
For our purposes, portfolio refers to a book (a spiral binder with three-hole punched
pages, plastic page protectors, etc.) that can be used to exhibit your professional work.

Considerations:

� Place your résumé in the front of your portfolio�with extra copies in the back.

� Your portfolio should be designed so that you can easily insert and remove pages
as you update it. Plastic page protectors and three ring binders work nicely. Use
the kind with the front and side �view windows� so you can easily update the cover.

� Your portfolio should be professionally compiled. Everything should be in final
draft form, everything should be professionally printed, everything should �look� as
professional as possible.

� Your portfolio should be organized rhetorically. The best examples of your work are
near the front; sections dividers have been created if appropriate; examples of the
same type of work have been placed together.

� Your portfolio contains error-free examples of your best work.

� Your portfolio should be created using high-quality materials. Avoid paper or
flexible plastic folders; laser print copies or color/B&W inkjet copies on the �best�
setting�use �brilliant white� papers (93%+ whiteness), use color when appropriate.

� Tab sections worth special attention or specific to the type of job you might be
applying for.

� Include samples of published work; include samples of work appropriate to the
position you are applying for; include samples that illustrate your individual skills.

� Include �work in process� if appropriate (in professional form), and include
�interesting� projects to arouse interest and show that you are creative.

� The portfolio is a �sales� tool. Do not apologize for its content or look�you should
not have to. Do not oversell your skills or undersell your accomplishments.

� Your portfolio will be speaking for you so do not let it say: �lazy,� �has no attention
to detail,� or �is not very competent.�


